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ABSTRACT To survive in the competitive environment, most organizations have adopted component-based
software development strategies in the rapid technology advancement era and the proper utilization of
cloud-based services. To facilitate the continuous configuration, reduce complexity, and faster system
delivery for higher user satisfaction in dynamic scenarios. In cloud services, customers select services from
web applications dynamically. Healthcare body sensors are commonly used for diagnosis and monitoring
patients continuously for their emergency treatment. The healthcare devices are connected with mobile or
laptop etc. on cloud environment with network and frequently change applications. Thus, organizations rely
on regression testing during changes and implementation to validate the quality and reliability of the system
after the alteration. However, for a large application with limited resources and frequently change component
management activities in the cloud computing environment, component-based system verification is difficult
and challenging due to irrelevant and redundant test cases and faults. In this study, proposed a test case
selection and prioritization framework using a design pattern to increase the faults detection rate. First,
we select test cases on frequently accessed components using observer patterns and, secondly, prioritize test
cases on adopting some strategies. The proposed framework was validated by an experiment and compared
with other techniques (previous faults based and random priority). Hence, experimental results show that
the proposed framework successfully verified changes. Subsequently, the proposed framework increases the
fault detection rate (i.e., more than 90%) than previous faults based and random priority (i.e., more than 80%
respectively).
INDEX TERMS Body sensor, cloud computing, component-based system, design pattern, healthcare
systems, regression testing, TCP.
I. INTRODUCTION

Advancement in the technology organization, emphasis on
application quality and customers, demand increases their
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Chunsheng Zhu
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day to day requirements. Thus, due to agility in product delivery, organizations use the concept of reuse and
divides into different parts. Therefore, organizations adopt
component-based system development (CBSD) based on
reusability [1]–[4]. Additionally, CBSD also satisfies extensibility, variability, validity, functionality, portability, and
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FIGURE 1. Cloud platform for healthcare devices.

consistency of component-based application within limited
resources [1], [2], [5]. As in product, several variations and
component combinations rise, which consequently results
in millions of diverse configurations. In the CBSD context,
where products are derived from existing elements of the
organization, maintain core assets. Software organization
also provides customization facilities to both developers and
users; due to the fact error quickly introduced and difficulty to maintain reliability after customization [1], [5], [6].
Notably, in the cloud computing environment (C.E.) becomes
more challenging, as the cloud environment increases the
availability of software as a service all over the world uses
dynamically [7]–[12].
To reduce the cost and complexity of building and
maintaining their infrastructure for services providing to
customers. There is no need to buy or update different
versions of devices. Whereas, frequently accessible and
make available 24/7 with continuous modifications increase
the competition [13]–[16]. Therefore, smart mobile or laptop devices etc. have the ability to transmit and monitor
information processing intelligently using wireless sensors
devices like bio meters, healthcare etc. systems [6], [9],
[17]–[20]. These devices have different specific functions
to monitor and process information, i.e. temperature information, earthquake information, patient health information
etc [9], [17], [19], [21].
This increases complexity, cost and effort for reliability after configuration in cloud-based component software
development applications [13], [22], [23]. The healthcare
body sensor continuously conveys the patient’s condition
to doctors and medical staff. The health care devices
are used for emergency care of the patient to avoid the
unnecessary process of registration, laboratory tests, etc.
148008

using C.E. different services, i.e., infrastructure as a
services (IaaS), platform as a Services (PaaS) and services as a service (SaaS) [7], [16], [17], [21], [24]–[26].
These services provide a different level of services, from
Development to usage as IaaS provides users services of
resource management and system monitoring interfaces, e.g.,
Amazon EC2, OpenStack (Open Source). Whereas PaaS
provides users capability for application deployment on
IaaS using different programming tools and supports, e.g.,
Microsoft Azure, Google App Engine. Subsequently, SaaS
provided running applications which accessible from various
client devices, e.g., web browser, web-based Email, Google
Apps, etc. instead of handling or control the underlying
cloud infrastructure [7], [16], [21], [22], [24], [25], [27].
This information is collected through cloud-based architecture, as shown in Figure 1. Where all the bio front
end healthcare systems connected with Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi router with a different laptop, mobiles, tablets,
etc. devices to monitor multiple patient information for
their medical conditions like blood pressure, temperature,
heart rate, etc. [9], [18], [28] at a central cloud location. Health care devices are connected to smart, intelligent
devices.
For verification of component-based system (C.B.S.),
a regression testing (R.T.) approach is used [29]–[32]. Its
objective is to decrease testing effort, for reuse, execute, and
prioritize test cases [33]–[37]. Existing approaches improve
by-product sampling. Prioritization methods to rearrange
test cases to detect faults as earlier as possible with feedback translation faster and error rectification earlier [38].
Research on R.T. prioritization suggested numerous systematic strategies to verify changes using code coverage. However, once faults revealed from the test suite, then debugging
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FIGURE 2. R.T. process.

is time-consuming due to difficulty in localizing errors in
C.B.S. features [39]–[41].
R.T. is the most common method for verifying the quality
of software application when there is a modification in the
system during Development, as shown in Figure 2. This
depicts the process of faults identification after modification
for reliability before the release of a new device [14], [37],
[42]. There are large sets of test suite which needed more
time and cost to re-execute in the regression testing process.
Therefore, to reduce the costs, time, and size of test suite
various practices are used to verify changes such as test
case prioritization (TCP), regression test selection (R.T.S.),
test suite minimization (T.S.M.) and test suite augmentation (T.S.A.) [29]–[32], [38]–[41]. R.T. S procedures can
be widely reused for testing product line applications, but
capturing components variabilities is the main challenge [38],
[39], [41], [43]–[47].
In a component-based engineering process, a design pattern (D.P.) for recurrent problems solution for improving
the development process for the common situation in all
phases [37], [42], [48]–[52]. A DP is optimal to general
issue solution that the development team faced during CBSE
development process improvement [49], [50]. As C.B.S.
development D.P. based on reuse in the same situations for designing systems and have different types of
D.P., i.e., adapter, template, observer, strategy, etc. suitable in different scenarios [48], [49], [51], [52]. Therefore, D.P. applicable is different in different situations,
i.e., for component integration, analysis, testing etc. Consequently, its significant impact on the regression testing process is component verification. And D.P. helps to
reduce testing efforts in components confirmation after
changes.
In this study, we use observer and strategy patterns for
configuration management and reliability analysis using
regression testing approaches, i.e., selection and prioritization
in cloud component-based systems. By using observer pattern logic, identify changes in component-based healthcare
applications and strategy for fault detection using multiple
criteria.
VOLUME 8, 2020

Therefore, the main contribution of research study
categorized as;
• We proposed a pattern-based change verification
(PBCV) framework for the healthcare system in a cloud
computing environment. Firstly, the PBCV framework
frequently extracts access component by users using
observer pattern either by user or developers for repeatedly and recently access components verifications after
changes. Secondly, for the prioritization process, extract
relevant test cases using a strategy pattern. Thirdly,
the identified rate of fault detection using evaluation
metric for prioritization technique.
• Through the experimental evaluation is adopted for verification of proposed PBCV Framework. Thus, the synthetic project and real industrial projects are being used
to validate the effectiveness of the PBCV framework and
compared with two existing techniques, i.e., random prioritization and change based requirement priority with
both patterns and without a pattern.
• Therefore, PBCV significant impact on maximum fault
detection and outperform than existing technique.
The rest of the study is prepared as; Unit 2 explains
related work with a detailed explanation of existing literature
reviews. Subsequently, in Unit 3, we described the PBCV
framework, which provides a solution to problems analyzed
in the literature review. In Unit 4, we illustrate results and
discussion of the empirical evaluation method. While in
Unit 5 describes threats to validity and how to remove these
threats. Finally, in Unit 6, study contributions concluded and
highlighted our future work.
II. RELATED WORK

In unit 2, we elaborate current relevant literature in CBSD
for modification using R.T. for healthcare application verification in cloud computing, and few studies proposed
R.T. techniques for C.B.S. The authors in [1] presented CBSD
testing approach after integration dependency validation in
an embedded application. But require different metrics for
R.T. process enhancement. In [13], the study author proposed a technique for continuous changes in cloud-based
148009
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application services automatically. Hence, in [16] paper
author described an optimization of a cloud-based test case
approach for the dynamic random testing strategy to increase
the effective fault detection process.
While in [31] presented an approach for TCP in a
modified cloud-based system to enhance performance by
increasing faults detection rate. Same as in [32] proposed TCP location-based approach using gravitation law
for embedded intelligent devices. As the same study [30]
researcher have explained the regression testing approach
with reinforcement learning according to previous execution,
time, and historical information of failed test cases. And used
an industrial case study for evaluation for continuous integration. Consequently, in [29] study authors presented selective
regression testing remover inter learned test case redundancy
of highly configurable system for continuous integration.
They used averaged based redundancy metric and historical
information of integration tests for removal of redundancy.
Thus, in [40] proposed a recommender system for the prioritization of test cases to increase fault detection frequency using
user previous access history. But not get considerable results
due to current and new users access frequency and frequently
configure components. Same in [39] authors described that
proposed configuration similarity to prioritize products in the
software product line (S.P.L.) to improve reliability.
In [46] demonstrated using a genetic algorithm to generate
test cases and fault localization for an S.P.L. and have a
significant impact on the quality of product line and C.B.S.
Thus, in [41] described that fault localization method not
properly work in S.P.L.s context. The faults removal accuracy
increases to improve effectiveness by isolating single faults
with detection is easier instead of removing multiple faults
at the end. In [50] paper author use modifies the form of
adapter or wrapper pattern in CBSE for improving component
functionalities and their subclasses inheritances. Same the
case in [49] author use an architectural pattern for product
line variabilities management process. It also helps in the
validation of variation, which increases the benefits of design
patterns. As in [51] author manages and verifies components
in product line development using observer, strategy, template, and composition patterns for software creations, which
results in significant improvement in the software industry.
Therefore, from existing studies, we concluded that there is
a need for cloud-based healthcare component-based systems
regression testing technique using design patterns to mitigate the identified challenges. These challenges explained
in Table 1 with their description, i.e., Lack of core assets
activities managements (CAMA), Cloud-Based system reliability (CBSR), Lack of change of historical information (H.I.), Observant of frequently access and change
components (FACC), Irrelevant and redundant test cases
(IRTC), Information detection using health care sensor
devices (IDSD), Comprehensive methods for CBS RT and
Multi-objective criteria (M.O.C.). Hence, in Table 2 we listed
the parametric analysis of existing approaches for R.T.
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TABLE 1. Overview of challenges in related work.

So, there is a need to propose a framework to cloud-based
C.B. healthcare applications approach for regression testing,
which works in two steps. Firstly, used to rank components
that frequently configured and secondly, prioritize test cases
for setting verification approach is proposed to increase faults
detection rates and minimize test case features, to facilitate
the researcher and practitioners.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the unit, explain the detail of the PBCV proposed
framework (P.F.) for the frequently change C.B.S. regression
testing for removal of challenges in the group of related work
using observant and strategy patterns for system verification
and reliability. In Figure 3, we describe the architecture of
regression testing of health care sensors in cloud computing.
The use of an interface layer is the front-end layer where
all the users like patients, doctors, admin, etc. connected to
C.E. using network gateway consists of a Wi-Fi router and
Bluetooth. The gateway connects the health care devices to
share information of patients among doctors and medical staff
for reducing emergency death due to complicated procedures,
lab tests, and first checks by doctors. The gateway to use
the transport layer is to link with the cloud platform. Cloud
platform links both front end and backend to avoid cost, time
and effort with abundant resources/services to customers.
In the back end, the data management layer that adopted all
the services providing processes like Development, designing, analysis etc. Therefore, for modification verification of
cloud-based healthcare body sensors devices in our proposed
approach, different steps being adopted. Firstly, extract frequently accessed components by the customers. Secondly,
select test cases for prioritization of frequently access components using some strategies, i.e., frequently changed test cases
or high code coverage test cases. Thirdly, after the removal
of identified faults released or update the modification of the
service for customer’s uses. These steps performed to detect
maximum defects as soon as possible by a minimum number
of test case execution.
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TABLE 2. Parametric analysis Of component-based regression testing techniques.

FIGURE 3. The architecture of cloud-based regression testing of health care sensors.

A. PBCV PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The PBCV provides a comprehensive framework for test
case selection and prioritization of C.B.S. change implication
verification, as shown in Figure 4.
1) CHANGE INITIATIONS

Change in the C.B.S. project is started, and implementation frequently configures by either by users or developers due to their perspective and use for better quality.
The Component Repository (C.R.) is used to manage all
versions and C.B.S. relevant information. The information
VOLUME 8, 2020

includes all reusable component information, changes historical data, faults relevant details, test case specification, and
other relevant information. Frequently Access Components
(F.A.C.), firstly, identify access components for that we use
the observer pattern method adopted for the extraction of
F.A.C. Secondly, we extract F.A.C. highly and sort them
according to the highest frequency using the strategy pattern. In change test cases and suite phase, we obtain the
test cases based on F.A.C. and identify these components
relevant test suites to verify the change functionality of
components.
148011
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FIGURE 4. Proposed pattern-based change verification (PBCV) framework.

Whereas, in Extract and Select Test Case (ESTC) phase
extract F.A.C. test cases for execution to verify components
interfaces. The test selection base on the highest frequency
of changes in components to avoid test cases irrelevancy and
reduction in size.
2) SORTING STRATEGY (S.S.)

Then to reduce redundant faults and higher faults detection
rate, use strategy pattern for test case prioritization. Therefore, we define three strategies for the prioritization process,
i.e., Frequent changes in test cases, execution rate, and faults
history.
The reason for selecting these strategies is to avoid redundant test cases and the use of multi-criteria for maximum
faults detection during execution. Consequently, a problem
148012

arises when more than one test cases have the same frequency,
which results in ambiguity and reliability issues. Therefore,
to remove these issues, we defined multiple strategies that
mostly ignore existing techniques. Thus, the first criteria
we used were frequent changes for sorting, but in case of
similarities faults history as second criteria and if still similar
situations, then execution rate as the third strategy.
3) CALCULATE PRIORITY (C.P.)

Then CP test cases calculated and sort test cases phase sort
test cases and highest frequency test cases executed first
to reduce execution time and effort with maximum faults
identification. Then Average Percentage of Faults Detected
(APFD), which is mostly used evaluation metrics. APFD to
detect the fault detection rate over complete faulty test suite
VOLUME 8, 2020
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in TCP approach. Higher the value of fault detection rate
then earlier and maximum faults detected during regression
testing [40], [42], [44], [46], [47], using equation (1);
APFD = 1 − [(TF1 + TF2 + . . . . . . . + TFm )/nm] + 1/2n
(1)
TFi = Number of first Test Cases in execution order,
m = faults’ number in application tests, n = test cases’ total
number in the suite.
In the following section, we investigate the performance
and faults rate identification of PBCV through empirical
study.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental study was performed to evaluate our
PBCV framework. The experimentation was detained for
executing PBCV to examine whether it’s essentially able to
deliver facilities which it promises. The experimental process
depicted in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Experiment processed.

For this purpose, we developed two types of datasets, i.e.
synthetic and real. In synthetic datasets, we selected online
software development organization for the experiment. The
project-based on the management system for online shopping, and it consists of different components according to
different stakeholders’ requirements. The information in the
dataset about requirements, changes, test cases and faults
used were not real, and for experiment purpose, we used some
synthetic information.
Subsequently, real dataset local software house selected
which had distributed cloud environment for Development.
Thus, a health care device project selected, which consists
of different components and all components, has a specific function like heart rate, blood pressure, etc. monitoring and transmitting online information to doctors and other
VOLUME 8, 2020

monitoring staff. In this dataset, all information about requirements, changes, test cases, and faults used were real.
These selected experimental projects are; management system (M.S.) and healthcare application (H.A.). These projects
consist of approximately more than 14000 lines of codes;
in the cloud platform, different software versions available
and have a large set of test suites with more than thousands
of test cases in each suite. The MS and H.A. datasets have
different sets of requirements, access features, and numbers
of stakeholders. The change in dataset means that there may
be updates, remove, and addition of information and features
in both projects.
For the evaluation, we record the sessions of user access
component interfaces and configuration made by both users
and developers. For that, we created two groups of participants i.e. consists of companies’ employees, users, and some
volunteers to collect relevant data without any ambiguity in
both M.S. and H.A. Development in different environments.
Therefore, two experiment setups developed and performed
using Steps of PBCV. Experiment 1 shown in the online
organization on the M.S. dataset, while experiment 2 conducted in the local organization on the H.A. dataset. For
these experiments, we gather all relevant data information
from all daily transactions from designing and updating web
applications and regular access by users and organizations.
Consequently, for investigation, we selected 16 participants for M.S. dataset and 40 members of participants for
H.A. datasets. The participants of both teams divided into two
Teams, i.e., Team-I (T-I) and Team-II (T-II). The included
participants are project manager (PM), transaction manager (TM), system administrator (SA), the resource manager
(RM), end-users (E.U.), volunteers (Vs), the app manages
(AM) and quality engineer (Q.E.). According to the experiment process on T-I, we apply PBCV treatment means P.F.
while in T-II, we used control treatment (C.T.) means no
PF/PBCV (NPBCV).
Thus, participants of T-I observed and recorded
information of different components which during the
experimental period frequently access and change. These
components in M.S. were replaced, i.e., login, discounts,
location, mini car, payment, services options, rating, etc.
and we number them as; CMS1 , CMS2 , . . . .., CMSn . Hence,
the components in H.A. were changed, i.e., login, appointments, medical records, patients’ and doctors’ details, etc.
and I.D. used for them as; CHA1 , CHA2 , . . . .., CHAn . Thus,
in Table 3, we listed the selected highly change frequently and
recently accessed components (FRAC) and their relevant test
cases.
It help to avoid human efforts to execute all test suites and
which results in ambiguity and challenges in the faults detection process. Then after the removal of duplication, we select
test cases (S.T.C.) and listed in Table 4. Also mentioned their
new frequency (N.F.) of some of the S.T.C. to describe our
selection and prioritization process due to privacy we are not
allowed to display complete information about our datasets;
which calculated on the base of strategies described in
148013
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TABLE 3. FRAC detail.

TABLE 4. Selected T.C. and priority detail.

PBCV section. The in TCP column sorted T.C. listed according to highest frequency to lowest priority.
Therefore, from a large set of T.C.s’ selected from
M.S. datasets are; {TCMS1 , TCMS3 , TCMS5 , TCMS7 ,
TCMS10 , TCMS15 , TCMS2 , TCMS8 , TCMS12 , TCMS17 , TCMS6 ,
TCMS9 , TCMS21 , TCMS10 , . . . ..} and from H.A. datasets
are; {TCHA9 , TCHA16 , TCHA19 , TCHA15 , TCHA5 , TCHA6 ,
TCHA12 , TCHA14 , TCHA3 , TCHA10 , TCHA13 , TCHA17 ,
TCHA11 , TCMS18 , TCHA20 , TCHA19 , TCHA15 , TCHA5 ,
TCHA6 , TCHA12 , TCMS14 , TCHA3 , . . . ..} for the first execution. We conjure that by executing this T.C., we identify
maximum faults. The S.T.C. order in ascending way on
their respective frequencies for detection of errors which we
performed and further use for verification in our experiment
using APFD evaluation metric, which uses as a benchmark in
the existing literature.
After the execution of T.C.; we get different fault detection
rate (F.D.R.) which we listed in Table 5. For NPBCV we
used previous faults based (P.F.B.) historical information and
random priority (R.P.) for sorting T.C. According to Table 5,
after executing TCMS1, TCMS16, TCMS10; we get 80, 43
148014

and 40 percent of faults using PBCV, P.F.B. and R.P., respectively. Similarly, we also compared with the results of H.A.
experiment and mentioned their results in Table 5. And S.T.C.
of C.T. of both M.S. and H.A. were unable to detect maximum
faults in first execution and our hypothesis that PBCV detects
maximum faults in first execution then the NPBCV accepted.
The F.D.R. as depicted in Figure 5-6 is to describe and
compare the results of both approaches and teams for further
analysis. And from the analysis, we analyze that our proposed
approach outperformed than the other method and significant
impact in error-free C.B.S. The x-axis of Figure 6 shows the
F.D.R. and y-axis depict the executed test cases. Therefore,
in PBCV we identified almost all the faults as compared to
P.F.B. and R.P., where we extract less percent of the errors
from the total faults. Consequently, we have spent more
effort, time and cost to identify all faults in P.F.B. and R.P.
After the verification of PBCV results, we calculate the
APFD of both PBCV and NPBCV using equation 1, as mentioned in section III. The results of APFD are; 95 percent
for PBCV and 70 Percent for NPBCV, as shown in Figure 7.
The x-axis describes the percentage of APFD values, while
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 5. PBCV and NPBCV results.

FIGURE 6. S.T.C. for execution.

the y-axis explains the approaches that we evaluated. Hence,
evaluation metrics results also proved that PBCV has a significant impact on system reliability.
After experimenting with analysis results, we gathered the
data using the questionnaire-based method—the questionnaire constructed to extract the viewpoints of participants
included in both teams. The questions formulated on identified parameters from current literature about R.T. process
improvement. The parameters identified after the comparative analysis of existing studies and these parameters are; easy
implementation (E.I.), Testing effort reduce (T.E.R.), faults
identification (F.I.), reduce human effort (R.H.E.), component verification (CV), test case size reduction (TCSR),
reduce redundancy (R.R.), improve R.T. (I.R.T.), change
VOLUME 8, 2020

reliability (C.R.), component change reliability (C.C.R.),
multi criteria important (MCI), improve selection of T.C.
(ISTC), improve TCP (ITCP), cloud computing testing
(C.C.T.), healthcare system reliability (H.S.R.) and help in
similar cases (H.S.C.).
The overall results of H.A. and M.S. datasets participant’s
viewpoints/analysis about both approaches are depicted in
Figure 8. Therefore, the x-axis show rating scales percentage
of both approaches’ satisfaction, whereas the y-axis describes
parameter details.
The results in the figure explain that the satisfaction level
of a maximum of PBCV participants more than 50 percent.
Whereas, for NPBCV participant figure depicted the level
of satisfaction less than 50 percent. The five different rating
148015
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FIGURE 7. APFD Values.

FIGURE 8. Viewpoints analysis results.

scales used for parametric analysis, i.e. Excellent (E), Above
Average (A.A.), Average (A), Below Average (B.A.) and Very
Poor (V.P.). In Figure 8, we describe the overall satisfaction level of all participants for both datasets using different
methods for comparison of PBCV framework with other
NPBCV methods.
Additionally, the overall results show that regression testing is an important part of C.B.S. development to verify
the reliability of C.B.S. configurations. F.A.C. is the crucial
factor for the detection of an error in R.T. and maintenance
of component-based healthcare applications, specifically in
dynamic cloud computing scenarios. Thus, our proposed
148016

PBCV framework significantly removes extracted limitations
and improves the process of fault detection.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY (T.V.)

In this unit, we discuss different types of T.V. [53], [54] for
our experiment i.e. internal validity threats (IVT), external
validity threats (EVT), conclusion validity threats (CVT) and
construct validity threats (CsVT) and how to resolve these
limitations.
IVT relevant to find impact treatment and outcome relationship for existing R.T. approaches F.D.R. ability with
VOLUME 8, 2020
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less cost and time. To decrease IVT we compared PBCV
with P.F.B. and R.P. methods for comparison. EVT relevant to experimental results generalization, we experimented
with the real-world cloud-based company which develops
component-based health care devices and compare with
another approach. And it required more projects need for further results generalization. Therefore, we trained participants
of the experiment using PBCV to increase the proficiency of
PBCV in the real scenario. Hence, in the future, we aimed to
investigate different cloud-based companies’ results comparison using PBCV all over the world.
CVT is relevant to derive the impact of conclusion from
both M.S. and H.A. experiments finding and its comparison
with NPBCV. So, we select the significant size of the sample
and for reliable results APFD for PBCV framework analysis.
In future, we investigate the statistical significance of results
we will be adopted different statistical tests for reliability
analysis. CsVT used to find the impact of selected factors on
experiment outcomes, i.e. the F.D.R. ability of PBCV framework in the existing literature. As faults numbers not known
therefore in experiment APFD used and compared with P.F.B.
and R.P. methods. And also performed participant’s survey
and given enough time for answering all survey questions to
detect the impact of dependent variables of both PBCV and
NPBCV on independent variables. So, in comparison to other
approach results proved that PBCV framework outperformed
over P.F.B. and R.P. methods.
Moreover, cloud efficiency security, optimization including load balancing [55]–[58] and cloud location services
have also have impact on cloud based health cares. In addition, cloud design, authentication mechanism such as using
blockchain and wireless sensor network [14], [59]–[65], security and privacy in remote health care also consider a high
impact on this.
VI. CONCLUSION

Due to continuous integration and advancement in features
and services of health care, component-based devices using
cloud platform increases reliability analysis. To improve the
rate of fault detection in the cloud environment for reliability analysis become more complicated and time-consuming.
Therefore, to help reliability analysis of modified components for high fault detection ability with no redundant faults
and test cases using the proposed approach. So, the proposed approach was designed to resolve challenges in regression testing in C.B. healthcare cloud-enable systems while
supporting continuous dynamic change decision and implementation activities in modern software development organizations. As was enlightening to see that the existing approach
unsuccessful in increasing fault detection rate and component
change verification’s due to redundant faults or irrelevant
test cases and frequent changes. The most existing approach
relies on code coverage and ignores change verification
with other criteria, especially in the component-based system. Thus, the proposed approach improves the C.B. healthcare systems quality using regression testing and provides
VOLUME 8, 2020

significant implications in cloud bases services. An experimental method was conducted to evaluate the validity of
the proposed approach, and the results demonstrated that the
fault detection rate increased and more rapidly identified the
maximum number of faults.
VII. FUTURE WORK

In future work, this work will be extended to resolve commonalities and in addition, the variability change decision
implementation analysis in component and software product
line regression testing with mapping change from requirements to trial. And proposed data management and frequently
change elements using fog computing strategies to increase
reliability verification.
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